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Narratives of the Magic of MPFS

Social Studies in the Middle School
Ask 6th and 8th grade Humanities teacher
Nancy Allison to succinctly describe MPFS'
middle school Social Studies program and
she will look at you askance before kindly
replying “It's about community, society and
rights, tolerance and learning how to get
along… it's life! It's woven into literature,
Art, advisory, Gym, Spanish,
Quakerism, service… even lunch for
goodness sake! 'Summarizable'? Not
so much.”
Indeed, as a field of study, Social Studies
is difficult to define because it's multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary.
Broadly, it is the investigation of civilizations, countries and cultures, their history
and geography. At its essence, though, it
examines the interdependence of individuals within communities, be they comprised of two or two million people. Both
constructs are integrated at MPFS where
students encounter differences of race, religion, gender, age, economic circumstance,
opinion, and culture within their school
community each day. Students are challenged to apply lessons learned from history
and current events as they consider their own
responsibility to family, school, community,
society, and the world at large.
Says 7th grade Humanities teacher Earl
Sissell, “Our program takes kids beyond simple 'reporting of research', building the skills
they need for high school and life: the ability
to collect, objectively assess and synthesize
information, to identify cause and effect relationships, to think critically in formulating
conclusions, and to act upon them.”

MPFS middle school students survey world
history and cultures through the following
overarching themes: “What comprises a
Culture/Civilization?” and “Exploration and
Immigration” in sixth grade; “What are
Human Rights and How Did They

Rome and the ensuing European feudal
system of the Middle Ages, paying particular attention to the disenfranchised within
these societies. Leaping forward several
centuries, students compare medieval serfdom to slavery in early U.S. history,
evaluating slave narratives for first
person accounts rather than filtered
reference material. An examination
of the experiences of WWII's
Japanese internees and Civil Rights
activists conclude students' human
rights investigations. As a final project, students must identify and
research a contemporary human
rights issue, develop an informed
thesis, and write a persuasive letter
to a politician proposing action to
remedy the concern.

Viewing history through such a
lens leads students to important
essential questions like ““How do
I respond to social injustices in
Vasquez de Coronado is
The ghost of Spanish explorer Francisco
my community, state, or counfabled Golden Cities in
interviewed about his quest to find the
try?” This questioning of themNorth America's southwest.
selves and the wider world aids
them in constructing a global perspective.
Evolve?” in seventh
It is this perspective that lies at the heart of
grade; and “ Women in History” and
MPFS' mission: to educate young people
“Current Events” in eighth grade. For
example, 7th graders' study of human rights who are capable of assessing for themselves
begins in ancient Mesopotamia. Using pri- what needs changing and what merits sustaining, and who have the knowledge and
mary source documents related to the
Babylonian “Code of Hammurabi”, the first confidence to pursue their convictions.
known set of written laws, students infer
citizens' rights as bounded by social class,
gender and nationality. Next they investigate the early democracies of Greece and
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PreK – 8 Quaker day school which provides
a rich educational experience where
academic challenge is combined with the
teaching of values.

in children, while at the same time
empowering them to take action. If we
expect that students can go beyond
being self-absorbed, they will. So,
when a topic in Science or a Social
Studies unit stimulates frustration with
a policy, students are encouraged to
become agents in change. They write,
take an action, speak with adults and
each other, raise money, and figure out
how to express what they are thinking
in respectful, effective ways. The
youngest start close to home by thinking about kindnesses they can do for
schoolmates or
local groups.
Older students may get
ideas about
service from
their advisory
groups,
Quakerism class
or external interactions. Here,
service is not just
noblesse oblige. It
is active, mindexpanding work,
and it should do some good for the
future. From this our children learn that
they have some amount of power and
responsibility, and they think about the
future of their world.

The second article in our two part
series on methods of teaching that distinguish a Quaker education…
The Quaker emphasis on reflection has
a significant impact upon pedagogy at
MPFS. Teachers use the process of
reflection both within lessons as well as
in their assessment of learning. A
reflective essay assignment might ask
students to consider what values may
be at work in a discussion of an historic
issue, what perspectives are being represented in a
piece of writing,
or what the
impact of culture
is upon literature or music or
art. When students look at a
piece of art or
read a poem
or study primary documents (The
Constitution
or suffragette journals), they are
asked to think about what the author
holds dear. They consider from what
socio-economic class, religion or race an
author might be. Looking at their own
values, they ask what impact those values have on how they behave and why a
person in history might have acted as
they did. In doing so, they make leaps
from the personal to global that are
among the aims of such exercises.

An old Quaker anecdote aptly notes
the connection between reflection and
service: A visitor to a Friends Meeting
leaned over to an older Friend after
about 20 minutes of silence, and asked,
“When does the service begin?” The
Friend answered, “The service begins
when Meeting for Worship ends.”

The testimony that Friends have about
service is likewise woven into the curriculum at MPFS, providing opportunities to create kindness and empathy
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Announcing the 1876 Society
also remember those who have died but whose gifts nourish a
community they loved and help many children.

Media-Providence Friends School is pleased to announce the
establishment of the 1876 Society. The Society, whose name
references the year Media Friends School was established, has
been created to recognize and honor those who have provided
support for future generations of students by making a planned
gift to MPFS.

Alice Pennell Allen*
Katherine* and William* Camp
Nancy C. DeMis and Bruce Turetsky
Geraldine Donovan
Bruce E. Hunt
Murry Engle Lauser*
Manley and Phyllis Mincer
Paul Ness
Mary H.* and William D. Ravdin
William K. Scull
*deceased

Members of the 1876 Society display the ultimate expression of
confidence in the work being performed at MPFS. Through
bequests, gift annuities and other forms of deferred support,
they extend their influence beyond their lifetime and sustain
the school. Such gifts help build endowment to underwrite
capital improvements, technology infrastructure and facilities
maintenance, and provide supplemental income for financial aid
and faculty salaries so that MPFS is able to attract and retain
the best students and teachers.

If you have named MPFS beneficiary of a deferred gift but
your name is not listed above, we welcome you to the 1876
Society and urge you to contact us so that you can be recognized. If you have not arranged for a planned gift but would
like more information, please contact Phyllis Mincer, Director
of Development, 610-565-1960 x106; pmincer@fox.mpfs.org

The 1876 Society is open to all who have made provisions for
the support of Media-Providence Friends School through any
type of planned gift. We are deeply grateful to the following
individuals for their thoughtful contributions to the school's
future. They are the first members of the 1876 Society. We

If 13 Year-Olds Ruled The World
A $2,000 grant from the Friends Council on Education enabled
70 Media-Providence Friends and William Penn Charter middle school students to have a taste of what it would be like to
run the world for 3 hours in March via o.s. Earth's Global
Simulation Game Workshop. Based on the World Peace Game
envisioned by Buckminster Fuller, the interactive Simulation
charged students with putting Social Studies knowledge into
practice as they assumed the responsibility of managing the
world for 30 years.
During the 3-hour long workshop at MPFS, teams of students
from both schools took on the identities of geopolitical regions,
multi-national corporations and human interest organizations.
Their task: to creatively administer their resources to improve
their position on the world stage. At the close of each decade
“round”, teams could see the financial, human and environmental ramifications of their decisions and use this information to
determine what strategies to pursue in the coming ten-year
period. In the final decade, the teams were collectively challenged to tap into the wealth and infrastructure they had accumulated, if any, to avert a global crisis.

Considering the “big picture” in this way
helped students gain perspective about the complex interdependence of the world system. Such lessons go deep, asking
“What is the right thing to do?” and influence them for the rest
of their lives. We are most grateful to the FCE for underwriting
this unique program.
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Alumni News

KATE STRATHMANN '98
has been working at The
Walker Art Center's
modern art museum in
Minneapolis since graduating from Carleton
College last spring.

70’s

STEFAN ROOTS '74 owns and publishes The Chester Spotlight, a
news publication about government, business, community, education,
religion, sports and entertainment events throughout Chester. The
companion website is located at
www.chesterspotlight.com.

Before heading to law
school, ELLIOT
While visiting, brothers Garrett, Jim and George Forsythe fondly
STRATHMANN '99 is
reminisced about childhood in the 40's at Media Friends.
working at the Juvenile
Diabetes Foundation for a year. He has just graduated from
Oberlin College.

LAURA DIETZE PINO '79 is living with
husband Dan in Denver, Colorado
where they run an interior plaster
repair business.

80’s

MPFS Trustee SUSANNAH HENDERSON
'88 is expecting her first child this summer with husband Ryan Dunne.

KIERAN GILLEN '99 has graduated from the Maryland Institute
College of Art in Baltimore

00’s

PETER VERMEYCHUK '00 is a sophomore at Penn State where he is
majoring in Business Administration.

CHUCK WILKIN, MFS '83 and PFS '87,
and his mother Edie (both pictured
above) enjoyed the Alumni Gathering in
May. A contractor in Glenmoore, Chuck
appreciated the many changes recent renovations have brought to our campus.

JAKE EHLEITER '01 is a sophomore at Franklin & Marshall
where he just declared a dual major in Religious Studies and
Anthropology. He talks of attending a PhD program in the
future and of becoming a college professor. He is involved
with playing the trumpet and participates in a wind ensemble at F & M.

90’s

JIM HARDY '91, a recent Temple grad, is
teaching high school social studies in
Philadelphia.

A freshman at Westminster Choir College of Rider
University in Princeton, BRITTANY MILLER '02, wrote
recently to thank T. Nancy for teaching her the good
study habits in middle school that serve her still today.

LAURA CANALE '93 graduated from
Drexel University with honors, majoring in Psychology and Sociology. She's
anticipating a move to California.

DANIELLE REICHERTER, '02 spent her first semester of
college abroad at the University of Stirling in Scotland.
She found the work and the accent equally challenging!

Morris Lowitz-Coia and Amanda Silverman,
grads of '06, stopped by during spring break.

BRANDYS WAPLES '02 has completed her freshman year at Delaware
Valley College and will be transferring to Florida A & M in
Tallahassee in the fall.

BRIAN HARDY '94 is working as an aerospace engineer in Los Angeles
while pursuing his doctorate in mechanical engineering at UCLA.

2007 Spring Fling
Thanks to all those who helped make the
2007 Spring Fling Auction a great success!

Mo Reilly, Gene and Tracey Jarrell, Lisa and Tony Palmieri and Donn and Holly Guthrie
were all smiles moments before the live auction.

Holly and Rich Hoffmann, Tammi and Jason Berrong, and Glenda and Tyrone Glover
enjoy a break during the silent auction.

MPFS parent Michael Marcus
brought his father, David Marcus,
along for the evening's festivities.
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Drew Arata brought a variety of items from his State
Street shop, Earth & State,
for auction attendees who
didn't want to risk going
home empty handed. 30%
of each sale was donated
back to MPFS.

Art: Essential to Every Child's Education
When you consider that the visual cortex of the brain is five times as
large as the auditory cortex, that 40% of the population are visual
learners, 45% are kinesthetic (hands-on) learners and only 15% are
auditory learners, it's not surprising that students respond positively
when they have occasion to learn through the arts. Engagement is
not the half of it, though. Research shows that drawing and painting are crucial in developing motor skills and
visual awareness essential for reading and writing,
that art contributes to learning about history, to
organization and persistence in writing, to the
development of cognitive capabilities and spatial
acuity called for in Science and Math coursework. Essentially, the visual arts help to wire
children's brains for successful learning.

clay, wire and cardboard construction. Competence is built through
both independent and collaborative work.
In addition to teaching technique, Art curriculum also includes
aesthetics, art criticism and appreciation and art history. Books,
prints, photographs and the internet provide jumping off points
for discussions about cultural connections for many projects and
connect historical artists to their
contemporary counterparts.
Projects are sometimes integrated
with studies in other subjects, helping students make deeper connections to Social Studies, Language
Arts, Math and Science content.
For example, tying into phonics
work in the classroom,
Kindergarten students recently
looked at the works of artist Claes
Oldenburg (well known in
Philadelphia for his giant clothespin sculpture), and, using the
alphabet, created miniature public
art installations in clay with acrylic
landscape backdrops.

Beyond the academic benefits art instruction
affords, however, there are the personal and social
benefits too. Art offers students alternative ways
of thinking, expressing, and perceiving. During
the primary and adolescent years, it can be a
focus that enables “centering in”, a unique means
for outward expression, a safe yet powerful way
to take risks. Art stimulates imagination, teaches
flexibility and innovation, builds self-esteem, fosters excellence and brings joy.

Applying techniques to their own ideas, students developing their

This joy is evident when MPFS lower and midown individual aesthetic.
dle school students travel from their classrooms
to the art studio, anticipating the projects they'll
be working on. Depending upon grade level, they spend between .5
and 1.4 hours per week there with T. Karen, learning to process
original ideas, problem solve and create in age appropriate ways, and
establishing artistic behaviors that they can carry to other areas of
their lives. Students are encouraged to develop their own individual
sensibilities as they experiment with the elements and principals of
design (composition, color theory, line, etc.), working in an array of
different media, including tempera, watercolor, acrylic and oil paints,
pastels, charcoal, pen and ink, collage, printmaking, mosaic, fiber,

Inherently, art reflects the environment of the artist. Walk the halls of
MPFS and you will see children's
art that, whether created in the art studio or in conjunction with
classroom learning, reflects hope, beauty and humanity. Dee
Dickinson, editor of New Horizons for Learning online journal,
speaks to the import of these artistic endeavors in a way that resonates with MPFS' philosophy: “There is always a why to be asked,
and in order to answer such questions, there must also be the capacity to imagine what we might yet know.” In setting young people on
a lifelong journey with the arts, we cultivate the kinds of “imaginers”
our world needs.

Pottery wheels enrich middle schoolers'
exploration of clay as a medium.

Students' work is exhibited for the enjoyment of the entire school community each Spring.
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Meet Teacher Karen - Art Teacher
She first stumbled upon MPFS as a substitute teacher in the preschool and for
Art. Through these encounters she recognized the “close-knit community and
commitment to excellent academics” that
she had been seeking for herself and her
two younger sons, Gary and Gil. Karen
describes the subsequent opening up of an
assistant position in the Pre-K-4 classroom, and then the lower school Art position as “magical”. Seven years later, she
still finds inspiration in the school's mission: “Modeling the values we're trying to
teach students helps me lead a more
examined life.”
A passionate advocate for the arts, T.
Karen never misses a chance to express
her wish that she could see each class

every day (not unlike all of her fellow specials teachers!). This summer, she hopes
to take this advocacy to another level as
she and her sister open a gallery. Situated
on the second floor of a refurbished barn
on the Thornbury property she shares
with husband Geoff, right above her
daughter-in-law's vintage clothing store,
the gallery will exhibit the works of tristate area artists. Who knows, perhaps
one day it will be home to some of her
very own students' work!

IMPORTANT DATES
Summer Camp Begins - June 25
PreK Popsicle Day - September 5
2007-08 School Year Begins - September 6
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Art teacher to students in Kindergarten
through eighth grade, Karen notes that
her job represents a happy convergence of
her training as an artist and desire to work
with children. She is a professional metal
smith and has continued her arts education at the University of the Arts and
West Chester University, pursuing inter-

ests in painting and drawing. All the
while, she has been drawn to the wonder
of that place where children and art meet.

125 W. Third Street
Media, PA 19063

Teacher Karen's
dismayed response
to being advised
that she was to be
featured in the
Spring Dragon
Tales issue wasn't a
great surprise: “Me?
Oh… really?
You're sure there isn't someone else you
could write up?” Unassuming and softspoken, she would much rather remain
behind the scenes and have children be in
the spotlight.
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